…pre-call chatter…
Steven_TECH: BRIDGE INFO: +1 866 692 5762, CODE: ZFA
Steven_TECH: For those on the bridge. we are connected, you will be added when
meeting starts
Rick_Wilhelm: -5726
Rick_Wilhelm: transposition in last 4 digits.
Craig Schwartz: thanks for the correction on the phone number Rick.
Michele Neylon: it's the ''normal'' gnso bridge - so there are local numbers as well
Craig Schwartz: yes...same as gnso numbers except for the passcode
Michele Neylon: Craig - yup :)
Michele Neylon: Craig - I got disconnected the first time, so I just rang the Dublin
number
Craig Schwartz: Please remember to mute if you're not speaking...it keeps the line
clear of noise . Thanks
Michele Neylon: I am on mute
Steven_TECH: Please mute if your not speaking
Mikey: Somebody isn't muted. Please check your phone
Rick_Wilhelm: Just lost Vlad...
Rod Rasmusseh 2: did we lose Nairobi?
Nacho Amadoz: looks like
Vladimir Shadrunov 2: We can hear Dave; anyone else having issues on the bridge?
Pat_Kane: has any registry indicated that this is really a burden
Craig Schwartz: Reston is fine.
Jothan Frakes: Pat I think in the context of 'as opposed to nothing'
Craig Schwartz: did we lose vladimir again>
Vladimir Shadrunov: I'm back on
ME 2: hi, no sound here, only music

Yumi Ohashi: only music in Tokyo, too.
Vladimir Shadrunov: All fine in Nairobi
Craig Schwartz: ME2 - when did you lose the audio?
ME 2: five minutes ago
Craig Schwartz: i would dial back in...same for Tokyo.
Gordon Chillcott: Same for Toronto
Yumi Ohashi: thank you.
Craig Schwartz: Sorry Gordon...please re-dial.
Gordon Chillcott: I did. No result.
ME: same for me, redialled several times
Craig Schwartz: working on it with the operator...apologies..
Craig Schwartz: Gordon, Yumi, ME2...working on it.
Steven_TECH: Here is the dialin info I have: +1 866 692-5726, Code: ZFA
Craig Schwartz: Steven...that is only the USA number, not helpful for everyone.
Craig Schwartz: ME - whare are you calling from?
Gordon Chillcott: I have audio again now
Jothan Frakes: also Yumi, Gordon, ME you can also use 64k audio stream
Jothan Frakes: and if you have questions craig can ask them
Jothan Frakes: link to audio stream: http://stream.icann.org/impala-64-en.m3u
Gordon Chillcott: Actually, that's what I'm using now.
Craig Schwartz: thanks jothan!
Gordon Chillcott: I had lost audio there as well, but it's back now.

Thanks, Craig

Craig Schwartz: Yumi - number is 0066-33-132439
Yumi Ohashi: Thanks Jothan and Craig.
Mikey: Memo to self -- don't try to talk to cost models after 4 all-nighters in a row

Craig Schwartz: Vladimir - we'll shortly be opening the floor for quetsions and
discussion.
ME 2: both lines not working here, sigh
Jothan Frakes: ようこそ Yumi
ME 2: low-bandwith-line back up
Robert Hoggarth: techs are trying to diagnose audio issues. something about
''stream paths''
Yumi Ohashi: Good to see you Jothan! :-)
ME 2: thanks!
Craig Schwartz: Thanks for your patience.
Mikey: Rob, can you give us a heads up when the sound is fixed?
Pat_Kane: How are there heavy users when the current agreements allow for a
once a day download
Yumi Ohashi: Thanks Craig and Robert. Unfortunately, it still does not work in
Tokyo, although I tried.
Craig Schwartz: Dave, Rod...see Pat's question.
Jothan Frakes: @Pat Heavy users might be someone pulling a zone with 85+M
domains in it vs 40k
Mikey: Pat -- that's what we're calling a heavy user -- our ''light user'' is one who
does a lot *less* than that
Pat_Kane: still single access
Rod Rasmusseh 2: Correct
Jothan Frakes: difference in bandwidth
Jothan Frakes: I reckon that was partially rhetorical as a question
Steven_TECH: FYI: Our Internet stream has stabilized out of Kenya. The VoIP call
was 100% during the blip.
Bob Hutchinson: How many GB are the total of all ZFs today?
John McCormac: com is approx 1.5g alone

Michele Neylon: Why aren't they using rsync?
Bob Hutchinson: compressed or flat?
Michele Neylon: FTP seems a bit silly tbh
John McCormac: circa 2gb compressed (estimate)
Bob Hutchinson: thx
Yumi Ohashi: Craig and Robert, audio is back in Tokyo! Thanks!
Craig Schwartz: Good to hear Yumi.
Bob Hutchinson: did the group consider P2P secure file sharing with controlled
access?
Vladimir Shadrunov: YEs we did
Pat_Kane: who is liable for the accuracy of the data in a consolidated model
Jothan Frakes: the registry most likely pat
Jothan Frakes: although I'll caveat
Michele Neylon: Pat - depends on what expectation you set
Jothan Frakes: I saw a question about p2p
Pat_Kane: if I am not the publisher then I find it hard to be responsible
Jothan Frakes: and we were looking at other methods of access
Michele Neylon: Pat - mirrors don't accept liability for how valid their data is
Jothan Frakes: so for example using the delta
Michele Neylon: ie. software mirrors
Pat_Kane: thanks michele - but my left side looks better than my right
Michele Neylon: Pat???
Pat_Kane: yes
Michele Neylon: left / right/ huh?
Craig Schwartz: Jothan is stepping up to the mic in Reston.
Pat_Kane: the mirror is lying

Michele Neylon: ROFL
Kathy Kleiman: Tx you, Dave
Pat_Kane: will a third party have a compliance program for those restricted uses
Jothan Frakes: Dave covered what I was going to say
Craig Schwartz: Rods, you're up next.
Craig Schwartz: Rod
Jothan Frakes: as did Brian
Rod Rasmusseh 2: Just going to make a point on ccTLD access today
Craig Schwartz: ok
Kathy Kleiman: Tx you, Brian!
Jothan Frakes: well, we also discussed access for emerging nations, frequency,
format
Jothan Frakes: perhaps having some minimal modification of the data, like a diff
from the previous to download vs a full file
Bob Hutchinson: files are small enough to vss or other SC management
John McCormac: the smaller gtlds would be -cnoi probably not
Jothan Frakes: right, sure
John McCormac: the key is to keep it simple and reliable (consumer view)
Jothan Frakes: other VERY minimal modification might be domain only, glue only,
or list of IPs
Jothan Frakes: lists
Mark McFadden: Also: alternative distribution strateiges.
John McCormac: new/deleted/xferred would be the main delta
Michele Neylon: John - nice to see you doing something :)
Jothan Frakes: ·
Public mailing list archive at:
http://mm.icann.org/pipermail/zfa-ag/·
Adobe Connect Link:
http://icann.na3.acrobat.com/zfa-advisory-group/·
Materials will be posted at
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/zone-file-access-en.htm

Robert Hoggarth: thanks everyone! great job Craig and Vladimir!!
John McCormac: well the stats are going out now Michele :)
Gordon Chillcott: Thank yoium Craig!

